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Pig den pressure and heated mats provide both weight and behavior data, as well as allow to manage lying behavior by changing temperature. Pigs spend most of their time lying and, in some cases, older pigs lie for up to 90% of their daily time. Their lying behaviors can provide information on environmental factors affecting production
efficiency, health and welfare.  Temperature is the main parameter affecting pigs lying behavior; at high environmental temperatures, pigs tend to lie down in a fully recumbent position with their limbs extended and avoid physical contact with others, while at low environmental temperatures, pigs will adopt a sternal lying posture and

huddle together (Nasirahmadi A., A.Edwards S., Sturm B. , 2017; S. Viazzi, G.Ismayilova, M. Oczak, 2014).  
.  

Pig identification methods. Classical identification systems are grouped into
three categories:  permanent methods (ear notching, ear
tattooing),  temporary methods (ear tagging),  and electrical  methods
(electronic identification).  These methods is required for recording
and  management purposes, for the identification of pigs  under  treatments
and of carcasses at slaughter (ThePigSite Pig Health, 2019; Felix Adrion, et
al. 2018).

 

Video labelling is precise detection of the occurrence of behaviors of
interest performed by the group of animals or individuals and is
performed by manual extraction and classification of individual frames
of a video recorded at the farm.  This classification is based on key
indicators and golden standards provided by veterinarians and
ethologists (E. Tullo, at al., ~2013). 

Body shape and condition of a live pig an important indicator of its
health,reproductive potential and value, whether for breeding or for carcass quality.
Assessment of live animal body condition by eye or hand is time and labor
intensive and highly dependent on the subjective opinion of the stockman.
However, imaging methods have become more affordable, precise and fast
alternatives for on-farm application. Examples of using image processing for pig
body condition have used 3D cameras for shape detection (J. Wu, et al.,
2004)   and thermal cameras for shape and body contour detection (Liu, B., Zhu,
W.,2013).

Body temperature of animals is a very important indicator of their
physiological well-being. For this purpose, thermistors, thermocouples and
infrared radiation sensors can be used.  Data obtained by studying the
thermoregulation process in animals with factors influencing the body
temperature, like pregnancy, parturition and lactation can be used to get
an idea of basic status of animal. Body core and basal rectal temperatures
can be used to analyse body temperature variations and link them with
various abnormalities. Body core temperature reveals the temperature
near major organs of body, such as the heart, viscera and brain.  
(L. Mattias Andersson,et al., 2016)
  

Group behavioral patterns and their
vocalizations were found to be correlated
not only by the noise amplitude, but also
by the noise frequency spectrum (Suresh
Neethirajan, 2017) 

 

Sound labelling involves the extraction and classification of individual animal sounds on the
basis of the amplitude or frequency of the sound signal in audio files recorded on the farm. The
labellers identify sounds that are of interest on the basis of the key indicators and golden
standards provided by veterinarians and ethologists. When a sound of interest (e.g. a cough,
sneeze or vocalisation) is detected, the labeller can mark it and can insert a label describing
the sound. For each sound, the start, end and duration is automatically recorded (E. Tullo, I.
Fontana and M.Guarino, ~2013).
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Traditionally, feeding behavior has been monitored
through direct  human observation or using time-lapse
video recording techniques,  but computer controlled
feeding stations are now used to register the feeding or
drinking behaviors of individual animals using electronic
tagging methods.  Also, identification of multiple
animals  during feeding  and drinking times presents an
additional challenge which is not completely solved yet
by the researchers in this field (Felix Adrion, et al., 2018)
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Summary:

Current European Union pig production sector has suboptimal resource utilisation, resulting in unnecessarily high
emissions and wastes. This has much to do with outdated building standards, climate control systems and barn
management approaches. At the same time animal welfare is of increasing concern, farmers are struggling to maintain
economic competitiveness and the public image of the sector is poor. Whilst there are many approaches for the
improvement of individual aspects of the system, none provides effective whole system consideration. PigSys
(www.pigsys.eu) is an ERA-NET (European Research Area Network) SUSAN (Sustainable Animal Production) funded
project that is addressing these issues and is realised in collaboration with partners from different European regions, and
including France, Germany and Denmark as three of the five biggest European pig producers, will ensure the relevance of
the project across the EU and beyond. 

Solutions:

implementation of a cross-scale, multi-disciplinary approach at system level
development of a universal livestock management decision support system 
development of a unified data warehouse for a cloud-based data storage and processing with the option of data analysis
and support by decision support system
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